
New Chapter Writing Prompt Sheet 

Prompt and Task: This week, we are continuing to use the book ‘Double Exposure’ as a 

stimulus for our writing. This week’s writing task is to write the next chapter (Chapter 9) 

of the story using your own idea plot but maintaining the same style of writing as in the 

book. You will write from Martin’s perspective in the first person. The next chapter will be 

about Martin and what he decides to do about Sophia not being in school to take part in 

the photography competition. Previously, in Chapter 8 we found out that Sophia didn’t 

turn up at school and there is speculation about her mother’s poor health.  

The task can be broken down into three days like outlined below….. 

Wednesday 24th June 

WALT: Plan and begin to write the next chapter of the story (Chapter 9) 

WILF: I can plan to write the next chapter (9) of the story ‘Double Exposure’. 

I can plan to write in the same style as the story (same person, emphasis on feelings and thoughts)  

I can plan ideas and organise them into paragraphs 

Use a piece of lined paper to outline your ideas for the next chapter. Consider… Where is Sophia? What 

has happened to her? What will Martin do? Will Martin do the competition without Sophia? How is 

Martin feeling? 

Thursday 25th June 

WALT: Write the next chapter (Chapter 9) in the story ‘Double Exposure’. 

WILF/Success Criteria Pupil 

I can write an interesting next chapter to the story ‘Double 
Exposure’  

 

I can describe how the character (Martin) is feeling  

I can continue the story whilst maintaining the same style   

I can use verb tenses consistently  
I can use a variety of sentence structures  

I can build cohesion within and across paragraphs  

 

Task: Continue to write your version of Chapter 9 using the prompt above. You should aim to write 

about 3 quality paragraphs with an exciting chapter plot.  

Friday 26th June 

WALT: Edit and revise the new chapter. 

WILF: I can edit spelling, punctuation and grammar 

         I can revise and improve a section of my writing 

Task: Read through your work aloud. Edit any errors that you find using a red pen. Can you improve a 

part of your work to make it better? Finally, check your work against the success criteria to see if you 

have included all of the relevant parts. 


